Consulting
for Domestic Ventilation
in the following fields

approval- & development-tests,
certificates,
standards & regulations,
market data,
and technical hygiene

The European Testing Center for Domestic Ventilation Systems, NPO (TZWL)
provides consulting services in various fields to manufacturers of domestic ventilation devices.
Thereby TZWL looks back on over fifteen years of testing for the aquirement of 150
national technical approvals (Bauartzulassung) given by the Deutsches Institut für
Bautechnik (DIBT), Berlin. TZWL also has an emphasis in the testing of technically
complex systems, wich are being carried out regularly on TZWL‘s test stands.
The process of the german national technical approval is challenging. With his
longtime experience TZWL supports the manufacturers while conducting the
testings needed. We familiarize you with the details and the timing, and take care
that the process of approval will proceed as trouble-free as possible. With the help
of TZWL unnecessary idle times and maldevelopment can be avoided.
Especially - but not exclusively - for foreign companies TZWL offers consulting
services in the field of market data and standards & regulations. Hereby we
provide background information of the german market.
Furthermore TZWL offers consulting for development testing and in the matter of
technical hygiene.
We support you upon the implementation of known standards and techniques.
TZWL examines your innovations regarding its potential and suitability.
But there is one thing you can rely on while working with TZWL: Your innovations
are being treated absolutely confidential by TZWL. As a renowned testlab TZWL
lays great store on his independency and its market wide known reputation.
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